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� Summary

The Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation �CPI� for the Geotail space�
craft consists of three plasma analyzers� ��� an electrostatic analyzer for hot
electrons and ions� ��� a complementary electrostatic analyzer for cool plas�
mas with high bulk speeds such as those found within the solar wind and
magnetosheath� and �	� an ion composition analyzer for identi
cation of ion
species such as H�� He�� He��� and O�� The energy�per�unit charge �E�Q�
ranges for these analyzers are ��	 V to ��� kV� �� V to ��	� V� and ��	 V
to ��� kV� respectively� Three�dimensional velocity distributions of the ions
and electrons are acquired for the 
rst time in the distant magnetotail and
are su�ciently accurate to separate �E � �B drifts from 
eld�aligned �ows as�
sociated with currents� Among the many speci
c scienti
c objectives of the
plasma observations are the relative importance of ionospheric and solar wind
sources� searches for plasmoids and �ux ropes� current�sheet acceleration of
plasmas� and convection and current systems in the magnetotail�

� Description of Instrumentation

The Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation is distributed into three sepa�
rate mechanical housings� CPI�HS is the Hot Plasma Analyzer and the Solar
Wind Ion Analyzer� and CPI�IC is the Ion Composition Analyzer� CPI�E
contains the interface circuits to the spacecraft and the microprocessor re�
sponsible for overall control of the operation of the instrument� A simpli
ed
block diagram is included in Figure �� The instrumentation is equipped with
three Harris ��C�� microprocessors� each with read�only memory �ROM�
and random�access memory �RAM� with capacities of �� kilobytes and �
kilobytes� respectively� The total mass and average power of the plasma in�
strumentation is ���� kg and ���� W� respectively� The telemetry allotment
is �� kilobits�s and is extended by runlength coding in the instrument to
about ��� kilobits�s�
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The con
guration diagram for CPI�HS is shown in Figure �� The Hot
Plasma Analyzer is equipped with three spherical�segment plates� The outer
and inner plates are grounded� and the center plate is supplied with a pro�
grammable series of voltages� �� mV to �� kV� in order to provide E�Q
analyses of the ions and electrons� The radius of curvature R of the center
plate is ���� cm and the analyzer constant� R����R�� is �� for electrons and
positive ions� The � E�Q passbands for the range ��	V � E�Q � ���kV
are identi
ed in Table �� The inner and outer channels are the positive
ion and electron analyzers� respectively� Each of these two analyzers is ser�
viced with � continuous�channel electron multipliers in order to divide the
fan�shaped acceptance angle into � individual segments� These sensors are
Galileo Electro�Optics Spiraltrons with either � mm or 	 mm diameter accep�
tance apertures� the outputs of which are fed into individual AMPTEK Inc�
model A���F PAD ampli
er�discriminators� The Spiraltron bias voltages
are controlled by ground commands to any one of 	� voltage levels between
����� to �	�� V �electron sensors� and ����� to �	�� V �positive ion
sensors�� Considerable design e�ort was expended in shaping the analyzer

elds�of�view and in maintaining approximately equal geometric factors and
E�Q resolutions for the two sets of nine sensors� These goals were accom�
plished with a fence at the entrance apertures of the electrostatic analyzers�
tailored angular length �analyzer arc angle� from entrance to exit apertures�
and aperture plates at the sensors� In addition the concave surfaces of the
spherical�segment plates were machined with sawtooth serrations of ��mm
depth in order to suppress the ultraviolet �primarily solar Lyman��� and
electron scattering along the plates into the sensors�

The 
elds�of�view� energy resolutions and provisional geometric factors
are derived from ray tracing and laboratory calibrations and are tabulated in
Table �� The provisional geometric factors are to be re
ned with postlaunch
data� The latitude � is taken with respect to the spin axis of the spacecraft
with �� in a direction parallel to the spin axis and viewing generally toward
the south ecliptic pole� The azimuthal range of � is given in the spacecraft
spherical coordinate system� The meridional plane at � � �� is parallel
to the normal to the entrance aperture of the electrostatic analyzers� For
example� the instantaneous 
eld�of�view for electron sensor E� is the solid
angle within � � � � 	�� and 	�� � � � ���� Note that the total coverage
of latitude is � to ���� and allows sampling of all but ��	� of the ��sr
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solid angle for particle velocity vectors at the spacecraft position� This is
an important feature for accurate determination of the three�dimensional
velocity distributions�

The operation of the Hot Plasma Analyzer is extremely �exible and is con�
trolled by uplinked commands to the instrument microprocessors� A frequent
operating mode for measuring the three�dimensional velocity distributions of
positive ions and electrons is the division of one spacecraft rotation period
�	 s� into eight equal intervals �azimuthal sectors�� Four E�Q passbands are
consecutively sampled in each of these azimuthal sectors� Every other pass�
band in the range ���� V to ��� kV �see Table �� is used� Thus a �����sample
determination of each of the ion and electron intensities over the above E�Q
range is acquired in �� s� The repetition rate is �� s because �	� samples
each of the ion and electron velocity distributions� ��	V � E�Q � �	�V�
are gathered each ���s in order to characterize the spacecraft potential� the
secondary electron environment� and ambient cold plasmas�

The con
guration of the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer is also shown in Figure
�� The twelve sets of sensors and ampli
er�discriminators are the same types
as those employed for the Hot Plasma Analyzer� The bias voltage for the
Spiraltrons can be varied from ����� V to �	�� V in 	� increments by
ground command� The analyzer arc angle is ��� and the analyzer constant
is �� A programmed series of potentials ranging from 	� V to ��	 V on the
outer plate with the inner plate grounded provides measurements of positive
ions with �V � E�Q � ����V within a maximum of � passbands� These
passbands are listed in Table 	� The total latitudinal span of the 
eld�of�view
is ��� � � � ���� which is divided into �� equal� contiguous segments of ��

with the use of �� sensors at the exit aperture of the electrostatic analyzer�
The angular coverages� energy resolutions� and provisional geometric factors
for the �� sensors are tabulated in Table �

Operation of the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer is �exible via ground com�
mands� A current operating mode provides division of the azimuthal �spin�
sector �s � ����� to ����� into � equal� contiguous segments where �s � ��

is the direction to the sun� Thus the 
eld�of�view consists of �� contiguous
solid angles� ���latitude� � ��azimuth�� These 
elds�of�view and the E�Q
passbands are interleaved to achieve ���� samples of the ion velocity distri�
bution once each � s� The odd�numbered passbands as listed in Table 	 are
employed for this particular mode of operation�

	



� Description of the Solar Wind Ion Survey

Spectrogram

The responses of the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer were averaged for about ��
minutes� For each of the 	� E�Q passbands� the responses of all twelve
sensors in all sectors were scanned� and the peak response for each passband
was determined� The logarithm �base ��� of each of these responses was color
coded and displayed in the Energy�time spectrogram�

Velocity moments of these averaged distribution functions were integrated
to obtain the ion number density and �ow velocity�

n �
Z
fd�v � number density

�u �
�

n

Z
f�vd�v � �ow velocity

The number density is plotted in the second panel and the magnitude of
the �ow velocity is shown in the third panel� The polar angles of the �ow
velocity� � �� � ���� is anti�sunward� and � �� � ��� is the S�C spin plane�
are plotted in fourth panel�

The kinetic temperature was computed from the distribution function by
integrating�

T �
m

	Kn

Z
j�u� �vj�fd�v � kinetic temperature

The CPI solar wind ion analyzer is an E�Q analyzer and the initial distri�
bution functions were calculated assuming that the plasma is H�� Care must
be taken when multi�component plasmas are present� If He�� is present and
is �owing with the same speed as the H� component� it will contribute to
the distribution function at twice the velocity �four times the energy� of the
H�� To facilitate the automated processing of these data the above integral
was evaluated between j�vminj � ���km�s and j�vmaxj � ��	��j�uj� The result�
ing temperatures produce excellent 
ts to the observations� When He�� is
present the distribution functions are consistent with an He�� temperature�
THe�� � � TH� � i�e�� the H

� and He�� have similar thermal velocities�





� Description of the Hot Plasma Survey Plot

The Hot Plasma analyzer measures the intensities of electrically charged
particles as functions of particle energy and direction� Measurements of
electrons and positive ions are acquired simultaneously� This analyzer is
one element of the Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation �CPI� on board
the Geotail spacecraft� Detailed descriptions of the Hot Plasma analyzer
�HP�� the Solar Wind analyzer �SW�� the Ion Composition analyzer �IC�� and
the associated electronics package that comprise the Comprehensive Plasma
Instrumentation are provided in the Description of Instrumentation�

Measurements from the Hot Plasma analyzer are available at this Web
site in a graphical survey format� This format is designed to provide con�
venient access to the observations� Each survey plot is a 
ve�day record of
the electron and ion intensities and several parameters derived from those
intensities� The measurements are given in a sequence of 
ve panels� From
top to bottom the panels display�

�� N �cm���� the ion number density�

�� VX �km�s���� the component of the ion bulk��ow velocity along the
Earth�Sun line� Positive �ow is towards the sun�

	� Ti and Te �K�� the respective temperatures of ions and electrons�

� The intensities of positive ions as a function of particle energy�

�� The intensities of electrons as a function of particle energy�

The particle intensities given in panels  and � are 
ve�minute accumu�
lations from the ion and electron sensors that view the ecliptic plane� This
plane is perpendicular to the spin axis of the spacecraft� and the intensities
are summed over eight equally spaced spin sectors� The particle intensities
are color coded according to the logarithmic color bar on the right�hand
side of the 
gure which has separate scales for ions and electrons� Particle
energies�per�charge �E�Q� Volts� are indicated by the logarithmic scale on
the ordinates of the ion and electron panels� Dates corresponding to the ma�
jor tick marks on the abscissa are shown at the bottom of the display� Minor
tick marks are given at four�hour intervals� The projection of the Geotail
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orbit in the ecliptic plane is shown for reference at the top of the display�
The beginning of each day is marked with a dot� and the 
rst day of the

ve�day sequence is highlighted�

The plasma parameters given in the 
rst three panels of the survey display
are computed for particles with energies�per�charge in the range �� V to �
kV� The ions are assumed to be protons� The parameters are computed using

ve�minute accumulations from the electron and ion sensors that view the
ecliptic plane� Thus� the number density� the VX component of the �ow� and
the temperatures given here are equivalent to those that would be gained
with a two�dimensional plasma analyzer�
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� Tables

Table �� Hot Plasma Analyzer and Ion Composition Analyzer
Center of E�Q Passbands

Passband Passband Passband

No� E�Q No� E�Q No� E�Q

�������� ������ �������� ������ �������� �������

� ��� V �� 	��� V 
� ���� kV
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Table �� Hot Plasma Analyzer
Nominal Performance Parameters

Analyzer Angular Energy Geometric

arc angle Coverage Resolution Factor

��������������

Sensor �deg�� theta phi �deg�� dE�E cm��sr�eV�eV

�������������� �����������������������������������������������
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Table �� Solar Wind Ion Analyzer
Center of E�Q Passbands

Passband Passband Passband

No� E�Q No� E�Q No� E�Q
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Table �� Solar Wind Ion Analyzer
Nominal Performance Parameters

Angular Energy Geometric

Coverage Resolution Factor

�����������

Sensor theta phi �deg�� dE�E cm��sr�eV�eV

������ ������������������������������������������������
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